
Look Who’s coming to town!Look Who’s coming to town!  
“Hey Tom, I’m heading Down Under to visit this ... DWCV lot!”“Hey Tom, I’m heading Down Under to visit this ... DWCV lot!”  

“Aaaah Peter, you mean these Australian fans, they’re a wild mob…“Aaaah Peter, you mean these Australian fans, they’re a wild mob…  
best of luck with that!   best of luck with that!   … But do say hello from me won’t you!”… But do say hello from me won’t you!”  

FEATURE:  FEATURE:  Original Fan Comic featuring Fourth and Fifth Doctors!Original Fan Comic featuring Fourth and Fifth Doctors!  
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Original Fan Fiction!   Original Fan Fiction!   News!   News!   Reviews!  Reviews!  Spoilers!  Spoilers!  Previews!  Previews!  Info!   Info!   Original Fan Comic!Original Fan Comic!  
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Disclaimer: 
Sonic Screwdriver is a not for profit fanzine and an amateur production.  

It is not published for profit or monetary gain. All enquiries should be 
addressed to the club. Opinions, views and articles expressed herein do 
not necessarily reflect those of the club, its committee and/or members. 

All attempts have been made to not supersede the copyright of others. All  
copyrights not otherwise listed are unintentional. Please notify the editor 

immediately if you see your material is uncredited and we will credit it in a 
future edition. 

All material is copyright ©2009 Doctor Who Club of Victoria. 
 All Doctor Who related Articles, insignia and pictures are copyright 

©2009 BBC Enterprises. 
Doctor Who Magazine © 2009 BBC Enterprises 

All Australian Broadcasting Corporation related Articles, insignia, etc are 
copyright ©2009 Australian Broadcasting Corporation 

Whovention insignia and Doctor Who Club of Australia related items 
copyright© 2009 Doctor Who Club of Australia.   

The West Lodge related Articles and Items,  © 2009 The West Lodge, 
Western Australian Doctor Who Club 

South Australian Doctor Who Articles and items © 2009 SFSA 
 Doctor Who Club of Victoria related Articles, insignia and pictures are the 

property of the club ©2009. All Submissions copyright ©2009 to their 
respective Authors.  All Submissions marked to their respective Authors. 

All other copyright are as listed within the articles. 
Reproduction in part is possible by prior arrangement.  

The Blank Page and Machinations: Delighted © March 2009 
 Ian A. Chapman  All rights reserved. 
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Sonic Screwdriver is our official newsletter 
 New Postal Address :  

PO Box 8080, Rippleside VIC 3215 
Submissions: 

Post to above address or ... 
eMail: 

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 
New Website:  Now Open! 

www.dwcv.org.au 
 

DWCV Forum: 
http://forum.dwcv.org.au 

Advertising: 
All advertising is at the discretion of the Club.  
Please send all enquiries to the club address  

Submission DeadlineSubmission Deadline  
#172 

1st May 2009 
 

Late submissions held for next issue 

Pay Online!Pay Online!  
 

Dear Readers, 
This is just a friendly reminder for anyone you know 

who has not sent through their Membership 
Renewal or for anyone that you know who would 
like to join the DWCV and receive the remaining 

issues of Sonic Screwdriver for this year.    
 

You can now pay online through PayPal! 
Go to:  www.paypal.com.au    

 

Contact Kerry Hughes on 0438 099617 
for any other details (e.g. Family Rates). 

 

Otherwise go to our website at:   
www.dwcv.org.au 

  

Membership with Our Club 
As a member of the club, you will receive six issues 

of the club magazine, Sonic Screwdriver, plus a 
Membership Card. Family Membership is available 
through our club for two to six people. This entitles 
the family to six issues of Sonic Screwdriver (one 
nominated address) plus Membership Cards for 

each person. Each Membership Card entitles you 
to discounts on Doctor Who merchandise at several 

stores, see further in Sonic for more details. 

WelcomeWelcome  

to our newest members:to our newest members:  

If you wish to talk about yourself, what you 
do, need to sell - whatever, write in to 
Sonic and you could get your profile up 
and have a plug for your item.  
 

This is open to all members, so ask! 

Graeme Bassett 
Caroline Graystone 

Annie Graystone 
Mark Graystone 
Terry Graystone 

Kate O’Brien 
Jessica Gray 

Helen Chapman 
Bec Chapman 
Fiona Hawke 

Marisa Papay 
Kyle Papay 

Maree Yarwood 
Walter G. Schiavon 
Luciano Nardella 
Pietro Nardella 
John Thomson 
Austin Rosalie 

 
275 Members 

Proudly printed by Digital Print Centre at Melbourne Uni 
www.dpc.unimelb.edu.au 

Editors 
Ian A. Chapman 
Michael Young 

 
Artists 

Manuel Bouw 
 

Photographers 
Ian A. Chapman 

 
Proof Readers 
Helen Chapman 

Captain Jack 
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In this Issue ... 

 

 

As Michael proudly announced, he shall be more than delighted to double his workload by releasing 
the colour versions of Sonic at the same time as the black and white ones. Currently only six 

members subscribe to the colour editions, but the more that do should hopefully bring the cost down 
somewhat. Currently, there exist three tiers of membership, so chose which level best suits you:  

 
Traditional Single Membership - Six Issues of Sonic - One Discount Card - $20 

Traditional Family Membership - Six Issues of Sonic - Multiple Discount Cards - $30 
Gold Class Membership - Six Colour Issues of Sonic - Multiple Discount Cards 

Two Free Regular Hall Meeting Vouchers - Club Goodies - $80 
 

As we reach a bulk renewal period (most memberships expire this issue) there shall be a delay in 
mailing out membership cards. If you want to have your card before the following issue of Sonic, 

then please include a self-addressed, stamped envelope. I will give your card priority. Membership 
cards will also be available for collection at hall meetings. Do not let your membership lapse, the 

next issue of Sonic will be filled with give-away goodies. Do not miss out! 

For further details contact Treasurer ~ Kerry Hughes as per Page 27 of this issue! 

FULL COLOUR 
Copies of  SONIC SCREWDRIVER now available! 
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The Long, Long, Long Game ... 
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 My co-editor seems to enjoy hosting Abba radio specials. I seem to enjoy listening to them on my Mac. The 
specials come sporadically, which probably suits me as they tend to finish at midnight, and I wake up for work at 4:30. a.m. 
Staying up reaps its own rewards as this Eighties Special came about from a late night toying with the initial rough version 
of this issue. You never get to see my covers, Michael always designs the published ones, but mine you would like. One 
day I shall print them, but this issue sported the Abba mob standing in the TARDIS. I thought it worked rather well. Much 
fun goes into making these issues. A huge amount of work, but we have fun too. I think that makes it all worthwhile. 
 Michael does far more than people realise. A massive range of club promotion material, designed, tweaked, and 
managed solely by Michael gave this club a legitimate business face. We now have goodies to go to members who re-
subscribe next issue, in addition to business cards, calendars, membership cards, letter heads, and more - the list never 
ends - he does more branding than a cattle ranch. 
 Enough flattery for Michael, time to talk about the future. Now we really do need help maintaining this weighty level 
of content in Sonic Screwdriver. You could submit articles, write stories, help us find images, even just tell us DVD news 
(that’s how I started). A third editor will be appointed by the committee, as soon as a volunteer steps forwards. We need 
someone to focus solely on the website and maintain the news and content. You do not need technical abilities, just a 
computer. We can show you the ropes and , more relevantly, which buttons to click.  
 Oh, one last thing, the colour editions of Sonic Screwdriver will now be published at the same time as the black and 
white one. We now can boast six Gold Class Members, and I do not see why we cannot maintain that, or indeed increase 
it in the future. Remember, to join at this level costs $80 for a yearly subscription, up to six family membership cards, and 
free entry to two town hall meetings (that’s $10 right there). Think of this when you rejoin this issue, as most of you do. 
 

Ian A. Chapman • sonic_screwdriver@me.com • editor • secretary • administrator • fan 

  

 Every member who reads this magazine and thinks that they have an article, story, review, or artwork that they 
could write and would like published should feel free to submit their work. If in the years past you have submitted 
something that was not used, those editors never passed it on to us, so please submit it again. We would like nothing 
more than to have Sonic Screwdriver chock-full of original articles written by our members or even some non-members!  
 Any member who submits an article will be entered into a draw for a big prize to be awarded this 
Christmas. The more people who enter, the bigger the prize - so encourage fellow members to submit. 
STOP PRESS:  Can I briefly mention in this squeeze space that we have a shiny new editor, a third one, who will focus on 
the website. We shall give her a proper introduction next issue, but for now you can just call her Fiona Hawke! Thanks.  

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 

Editor’s Master Plan 

 Mamma Mia! here we are again, and in record time despite me foolishly taking on the challenge of having both 
colour and BW versions of this issue off to the printers at the same time... you would not believe how much time is taken 
up working out the colour scheme and all the massive technical issues that come with the pics and general mass of data 
that now fills in every possible space in each issue!  Still, I cannot help but push myself and our team to get it as perfect 
as we can ... and we need more people on the team!   PLEASE, contact us at the email address if you have any talents 
and abilities that you may think could be of help to us ... anything at all, please offer and we will see if there is a role for 
you ... there is so much more we can do and dream of doing but we are pushed at our limit and we WANT to go further!!! 
 

 As for this issue ... so much great content with an overriding “Early Eighties” theme that is very appropriate for this 
month’s visiting stars Peter Davison and Mark Strickson ... how wonderful that we as a club are now regarded so highly 
that we have been offered this Melbourne extension to their planned Sydney visit.  As well as that, there is so much great 
content in this issue from brilliant fan fiction to fascinating data and reviews.  So keep on contributing and we will keep the 
variety coming!  Not to mention our wonderful regular contributors who are such an enormous part of our success and our 
team!!!  And a very special mention to Ian for all his amazing work that he puts into every Sonic ...  Irreplaceable! 
 

So ... enjoy this issue, see you all on March 21 for our international guests, and keep the feedback and contributions 
coming in to the email address below!   Remember, this is the face of our club to the WORLD so do your part! 

 
 

Michael Young  ~    Sonic Editor  • Artistic Director  • Annoying Perfectionist  •  … etc … 
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As the news tastes stale by the time you read this, I will just keep it brief: 

Ω Lindsay Duncan will be David Tennant’s companion in Planet of the Dead. Having previously stared in GBH and 
Rome, she most recently played Margaret Thatcher in Margaret.  

Ω Airing on Network Ten, later this year, will be the spin-off series K9. Principal photography will finish in May. Expect 
to see K9 not only as an animatronics prop, but also in CGI form. 

Ω A new stage version of Doctor Who may be produced later this year. Rumoured to feature a multi-media light and 
sound show with 3D footage, it naturally would feature “flying Daleks, croaky Cybermen, and Stocky Sontarans”. 

Ω On the 13th of March in the UK, there aired a Comic Relief special of SJA. Ronnie Corbett guest starred. 

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 

Satellite Five 

The Long, Long, Long Game ... 
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We have received a few interesting questions from members and have chosen two of the best to answer in this issue. The 
authors of any questions we choose to answer in Sonic will be each receiving in the mail a free oversized full-colour glossy 
post card / calendar. Almost any question will be welcome, except if you ask just how the TARDIS is bigger on the inside. 

~ 
Question one from Darius Olden (Werribee): Since the new series went back to the vortex style title  sequences, does 
 that mean they admitted that eighties star field with neon logo was actually a big mistake. 
 

IAC:  To answer a different question, why does the vortex work? I think the journey through time and space needs 
something more “out there” than just stars. Even during the original howl-around, the surreal sequence of 
movements encapsulated the essence of the show, that there was more than simple space. Now, nothing really can 
be called a mistake, other than giving the Doctor a cricket costume rather than clothes, but the choice worked for 
the 1980’s when the producers needed to emphasise  a change in not only the Doctor, but the behind-the-scenes 
crew as well. As far as style of the eighties goes, the choice could have been far worse. Oh, I quite liked the neon 
logo, back in the day, but as time tells, the third  Doctor’s logo stood the test of time. I do not know well the new 
series' logo will stand, but I know the title sequence really works - especially when its the end of the season and 
they squish almost a dozen names into the opening credits! Ah, did that answer the question? 

 

Mickey: As far as fashion, style and culture goes, the eighties was a disaster and history will always look back on it with an 
embarrassed laugh!  Having just watched the DVD of Full Circle it showed how the “fashion” of the time was perfect 
for an “alien” look and basically nothing else.  So I think it is actually a miracle that the reworked version of the 
Doctor Who title sequence and theme music was so good.  It is bright, sharp, and executed with class and style ... 
In fact it was ahead of it’s time as well as an appropriate change from the old style that would have looked very out 
of place in the eighties.  Different times demand different approaches to remain relevant, engaging and successful, 
particularly in the highly volatile TV industry.  The change in the eighties was a brilliant move and the current 
version of the Doctor Who title sequence and theme music is also the perfect choice for the start of the 21st 
century.   

 
Question two from David Kanes (Deer Park): Judging from what I hear about the new series, should the TARDIS crew 

be limited to just the Doctor and one companion? 
 

IAC:  To answer a different question, back in the 1980’s (see how I tied this in to the theme of this issue) the TARDIS 
became little more than public transport. Indeed if you waited long enough, three probably would come along at 
once. Stories tended to throw any number of people into the box which once boasted a “state of grace”, but 
harmony cannot exist if you bring half the town’s population in for safe keeping (The Awakening). More relevantly, 
the crew of the TARDIS consisted of three companions which just did not work on four part stories. Back in the 
sixties, a larger cast could work in the way they separated the companions over a large story, but when the pace 
picked-up,  the companions just got left behind in the TARDIS (The Visitation). You cannot do better than one 
companion, two maybe if they work well such as Jack and Mickey, but you lose the intimacy of just having two 
travellers alone. Some companions though do team well, just look at Jamie with Zoe and Victoria, and the  UNIT 
team. I suppose it depends more on the strength of the writing than simply the number of companions. 

 

Mike-o:  As Ian likes to answer a different question :-) I will aim to answer the real question ... What was it again???  Oh, 
 yes ... as you will see from the spoiler photos on the back of this issue, it would appear that the TARDIS will again 
 have three companions travelling with the Doctor ... though it may only be for the one episode.  It was definitely a 
 problem in the early eighties (as per the theme of this issue) but part of the problem was in the quality of writing and 
 definitely the unimpressive quality of some of the acting ... no I won’t mention his name but will say that to have 
 picked him over some of the others young actors in his first episode, John Nathan Turner must have had a thing for 
 the boy ... because his acting was always appalling!  Still, one of the best scenes ever was when the whole gang 
 were around the console with the two Doctors in the final episode of 2008’s series, but that had excellent writing, 
 brilliant acting, direction and purpose.  The Doctor and one companion is definitely better when the companion is a 
 brilliant as Donna or even Captain Jack ... Let’s hope we get a new male and female companion together with Matt 
 Smith in the 2010 series from Steven Moffatt! 
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Old Mother - Four to Doomsday 

 A few years ago- April 2003 to be exact- I bought the Doctor Who Monthly and read an article which spooked 
me. It was called THE FAN GENE, and it spanned three issues. It was a very profound article, and suggested 
the possibility that a certain type of person was ‘born’ to be a Doctor Who fan, that there may be a genetic 
predisposition at work. Reading on further, it became eerily obvious that the author was describing my own 
life-story, from childhood to the present time. Most of you would also identify with the described tendencies. 
An unidentified celebrity, being interviewed for this article while signing autographs, made a (perhaps unfair) 
statement that most Doctor Who fans suffered from autism. I felt that was a bit extreme, until the author 
started to write about a condition which I’d never heard of before- called Aspberger’s Syndrome. As I read 
through the earmarks of this condition, the spookiness increased. I’ve had the tendencies in spades, all my 
life. A high-functioning child, (I started high school at 10) socially isolated as a teenager…who was obsessed 
with Doctor Who, UFOs, Space and all things sci-fi, a “weirdo” misfit in the workforce wherever I went, and an 
unwillingness to want to belong socially to the mainstream where I’d never been accepted. Then one day, 
everything changed. On Anzac Day, 1979, the Doctor Who Club of Victoria was formed, and I was never 
alone again. At last, I was among people who were like myself, who had undergone the same experiences, 
who refused to grow up and were happy living in their own world. As the weeks and months went on, I 
collected new friends at the rate that a handful of snow rolls into a giant snowball. There was a whole 
community out there, of science-fiction fans. For the first time, I could socialise without being scorned, 
sniggered at or told to grow up, and the welcome I received will never be forgotten. If only I’d met all these 
people ten years before- it would have spared me so much misery. 
 

The sci-fi collective contains a vast array of “life-forms”. People call us nerds and geeks nowadays, and the 
less-enlightened still call us weirdos- but at least we can all be weird together. If the collective contains     
people with Aspberger’s; autism in its entire spectrum; nervous disorders; emotional dysfunctions or just plain 
social misfits like myself, our club (even more so than other sci-fi clubs) seems to attract them like a magnet. 
And I say this as the highest compliment. I am proud that the DWCV is there for people of all fragilities to 
come along, to be welcome and not feel like an outcast. At our club, you are a person and not a condition.  
As we draw near to our 30th anniversary, it is pleasing to see the increase in children and families at our 
meetings. The infrastructure is there for the next generation to belong to and enjoy, and if there are any 
“special-needs” children out there who find other children in our club to identify with and it makes their lives 
easier, then we’ve done something right. 
 

On the committee front, a few decisions have been made. We are going to trial the occasional Sunday 
meeting. So many of us have work, sporting or other Saturday commitments, and we would like to give more 
of you the opportunity to participate in our meetings.  We will continue to diversify our locations for our local 
Groups and Robot’s Picnics (we will now be located in the parks by our new VERY BRIGHT fluoro orange 
banner with the club logo). For the first time, your renewal notice will include the option of a Gold Class   
membership. This is a result of the full-colour Sonic Screwdrivers being so popular.  Our future also has the 
possibility of a special PDF membership, available only to international members. 
 

It has also been decided that the elections, normally held in June, will be held over till August.  A little 
“management” issue has arisen, and since it needs to be resolved from an outside source and could take a 
few months, it would be in the club’s best interest for the committee to continue in its present form for the time 
being. 
 

Not long to go now to the convention! We have miraculously discovered a 
source of 1982 Peter Davison wallpaper, and will have individual panels 
for sale at the con at $20 (they are selling fast already). These ultra-rare 
items will look awesome when autographed and framed, and will raise 
some funds towards a data projector. I am personally looking forward to 
our big reunion meeting on Anzac Day, our 30th anniversary. A lot of old 
identities will be attending, so we can expect a few laughs on the day. 
 

Finally, our grateful thanks to SciFi Collectibles in London  for permission 
to reproduce this issue’s beautiful, and very appropriate cover. I had the 
pleasure last year of purchasing the original, and maxing up my Visa card 
at their amazing shop in the Strand. They do a very efficient mail-order 
service to Australia, and only charge postage at cost. A great place to get 
stuff that can’t be found anywhere else.  (www.scificollectibles.co.uk)  
 

Next issue, I shall have a few snippets of news on this year’s trip and if all 
goes to schedule, a report on “first contact’ with members of a Doctor 
Who club in the US. 
 

    Judith McGinness 
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      To Boldly Go ... 

MUSIC PLAY GAMES/DVDs 
 50 Bourke Street,  Melbourne 

 9650-0652 
 

They stock an interesting range of all the obscure DVDs and boxed sets we like, new and used, that are harder to get elsewhere. They 
have offered us 5% off their already favourable prices (floor stock only). Show your membership card to Rex, and he'll look after you. 

 

CARD MANIA/ POPCULTCHA 
111 Ryrie Street,  Geelong, 3220  

5229-1992 
 

They are especially good for 12" radio-controlled Daleks, and often have "not quite right" models at a fraction of the price, if you're 
prepared to have a fault that is usually simple and repairable. They have offered us a generous 15% on all full-price stock for your FIRST 

purchase then 10% ongoing, and have given us an online code DRWHOCLUB. 
Website is www.popcultcha.com 

 

Gifts for the Geek 
Shop 6-7 Centerpoint Arcade 

123 Little Malop Street, Geelong, 3220 
 5229-3630 

 

10% discount for members on production of membership card, or if ordering online, quote WHOWHO. For further details e-Mail 
sales@giftsforthegeek.com.au, you can even subscribe to an e-Mail newsletter which provides details of upcoming sales, specials, and 

other opportunities. Look up their website at www.giftsforthegeek.com.au. 
 

Minotaur: The Pop Culture Megastore 
121 Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, 3000  

9670-5414 
 

Our long serving sponsor who offer 5% to 10% discount on a range of Doctor Who merchandise.. In addition to the obvious, the also 
stock a huge range of other sci-fi, fantasy, manga, anime, books, comics and figurines.  

Take a look at their website www.minotaur.com.au to see their full range. 

 Now the majority of memberships expire with this issue. Now, seeing aw we love each and every one of you lovely 
members, it would be emotional blackmail for you to threaten that you may not to re-subscribe. As blackmail is a crime, we 
will sadly be forced to report this to the police. So, it will be in everyone’s best interest to avoid criminal proceedings and 
simply subscribe for another year - or more. 
 The membership rates now include a third rate, giving you colour issues of Sonic. They simply look stunning in full 
colour, just come to any meeting and ask to see what you are missing out by staying old fashioned. The price comes in at 
$80 for a colorful year, but that price included family membership and more. 
 Re-subscribe now to receive additional goodies pinched from Michael’s desk. 
 

Traditional Single Membership - Six Issues of Sonic - One Discount Card - $20 
Traditional Family Membership - Six Issues of Sonic - Multiple Discount Cards - $30 

Gold Class Membership - Six Colour Issues of Sonic - Multiple Discount Cards 
Two Free Regular Town Hall Meeting Vouchers - Club Goodies - $80 

 

Galaxy 4 

Membership Due 

 

  January Raffle and Door Prizes  
  Dr Who 2009 Calendar - Mark Cleasy 

TARDIS Notebook - Dean Anthony 
Ood Pencil Case - Emma Jane Hughes 

Dalek Underpants - Sam Hawkwood 
Peter Davison Mini-Frame - Dianne Davies 

Stationery Set Pack -  Leanne Jurgens 
Video: In Memory Alone - Jason Grasso 

February Raffle and Door Prises 
Peter Davison Wallpaper Panel - Dianne Davies 

Slitheen Scary Spinner - Sam Hawkwood 
Peter Davison Quiz Book - Austin Marks 

Krillitane Figure - Sam Hawkwood 
Colin Baker Mini-Frame - Jason Grasso 

New Adventures Magazine - Fern Middleton 

Contact Judith if you have something to  donate! 

If you have any videos, books, magazines, toys, or preferable ultra rare stuff the editors can buy first, please pass on your 
details to sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au for a free notice to be hidden somewhere within the next issue of Sonic. 

 
Jason Belt shall sell a number of videos on a first come basis, so call 03 5448 4916 or Email jbelt@clients.impulse.net.au 

Congratulations to the latest Prize Winners! 

Van Stratten’s Dealership - For Sale 
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 The Doctor Who Club of Victoria was formed on Anzac Day, 1979, as a result of an appearance by Tom Baker at 
Doncaster Shoppingtown, where he was doing signings at Collins Books. On this Friday night, a group of teens and 20-
somethings… total strangers…congregated with enthusiasm after the event and decided that a fan club should be formed. 
Adrienne Losin took the initiative to host the first meeting at her home in Croydon, which was well-supported  by Austrek 
members, and the word soon spread among Melbourne’s fledgling sci-fi community. 
In subsequent months Adrienne ~ aided and abetted by Judith Houston ~ ran meetings in various homes around the 
suburbs. There were no VCRs among us in those days, and meetings consisted mostly of showing off merchandise, 
wearing long scarves and lots of talking. Adrienne produced a publication, The Victorian Time Machine, and later in the 
year we had our first convention in a church hall in Fitzroy. 

The following year, it was becoming clear that a committee was needed to administer our soaring membership, 
and this was formed in June 1980 with John Davies as our first President. A new monthly publication, Sonic Screwdriver 
was launched, and an occasional fanzine, SuperVoc, which consisted mainly of quality fan-fiction and illustrations. The 
Club was incorporated in 1981, along with a necessary constitution. In the years that followed, the increasing membership 
began meeting at larger venues such as Moonee Ponds Town Hall and Melbourne University, and our annual Christmas 
parties became legendary. We have hosted many conventions, with guests such as Robert Jewell, Dudley Simpson, 
Sandra Reid, David Banks-Stewart and more recently, Sylvester McCoy, and we have collaborated with professional 
convention organisers on other occasions to give members access to other Dr. Who legends such as Colin Baker and 
Peter Davison. 

In 2009, our thirtieth year, our membership is over 275 and rising fast. The Club is currently enjoying a great 
respect within Melbourne’s science-fiction establishment. Our monthly magazine, SONIC SCREWDRIVER is now of a 
professional standard, without compromising the fanzine aspect, and a full-colour version is available by special 
subscription for those who appreciate quality. We have a healthy spectrum of participating and subscribing members, from 
pre-schoolers to sixty-something, uni students to business owners, fan boys/girls, families, and every conceivable 
occupation and lifestyle; we’re starting to have adult members who were brought to the Club as children, and are now 
bringing their own. We meet monthly on the last Saturday- our main home at present being Northcote Town Hall. We will 
be alternating venues as of this year, to maximise the opportunity for our geographically-diverse members to access 
meetings, and are planning some Sunday meetings for the same reason. What do we do at meetings? We provide our 
own entertainment, usually with a theme to celebrate our love for something specific…the era of a particular Doctor, 
companion or villain, or to discuss a spin-off such as Torchwood or the Sarah Jane Adventures. We display and buy/sell 
merchandise, and have great raffles and door prizes. We have a K9 corner for the kids to do arts and crafts, play games 
and race our two 12” remote control Daleks. And we still do lots of talking. Above all, it’s a place where you can be a 
Doctor Who fan to the point of obsession, and no-one will tell you to “grow up”! 

In between monthly meetings we have small Local Groups that host home meetings around the suburbs, just as 
we did in those earlier times. We have Robot’s Picnics (bring a robot instead of a teddy bear) in various parks and 
adventure playgrounds, and we’re planning to increase dining events in pubs etc. Many of our members support the 
activities of other local sci-fi clubs, so it’s a good place to network and make a lot of new friends. 
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Black Orchid - DWCV 30th Anniversary 

  

 To celebrate the thirty years this club stood tall, there shall be a humdinger of a party on the 25th of April at 
Northcote Town hall. On the rooftop  level, where we previously held conventions and Christmas parties, shall be a day to 
remember. Faces from the past shall hopefully attend, old members will be invited. If you know anyone who once 
participated in the club, either as a member or just a friendly face, please invite them. The day shall be filled with mingling, 
nibbles, and gentile reminiscing. I recommend you bring your own rose tinted glasses, as only a few can be provided on 
the day. 

25th of April • Northcote Town Hall • 30th Anniversary • 10:00am to 5:00 pm 
 

 Finger food shall be provided for free, in the style of the Christmas party. Feel welcome to bring a 
packed lunch, although pizza shall once again be purchased by those interested. Canned soft drinks will be 
available to buy, while coffee and tea will be complementary. Merchandise will be auctioned and sold off 
tables, by anyone wishing to do so. The standard fees apply, so please contact us for details. 
 

Anyone who hold club archives, such as photos, magazines, videos  - please contact us 
 

 Please also send us a message if you wish to make a speech or write a statement to be read at the 
meeting, or published in Sonic. Memories of the club were printed back in issue 150, but please do not let that 
stop you from speaking up again. Issue 173 of Sonic shall be quite heavy on club content, so your words will 
fit quite nicely. Also, we would love to scan some old photos and old Sonics. If anyone holds these, we have 
an archivist who would love to get her hands upon them! 
 

Entrance $5.00 to any past or current member, gold coin donation for children.  

The Greatest Anniversary Party in the Galaxy 

The Genesis of  the DWCV 
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President 
Ω Proactive coordinator for the club through much behind-the-scenes work 
Ω Organiser and chairman of committee meetings, held at regular intervals 
Ω Full time internal liaison with all the club’s committee and members 
Ω Representative of the club who must be easily contactable at all times 
  

Vice President 
Ω Active assistant to the President for both club organisation and meetings 
Ω Should represent the club on the President’s behalf if and when required 
Ω Holds presidential duties in the event of the absence of the President 
  

Secretary / Database Administrator 
Ω Conducts all official correspondence through the club, retaining copies 
Ω Must take then electronically distribute minutes of all committee meetings 
Ω Frequently required to liaise with the President, Secretary, and Treasurer 
Ω Must update membership database as soon as details become available 
Ω Required to be proficient with MS Access, SQL, and VBA - ask if unsure 
  

Treasurer 
Ω Conductor of finance on behalf of the club; experience greatly preferred 
Ω Logs monetary records and transaction details for the club as a records 
Ω Prepares and publishes statements with budgets for the club monthly 
Ω Will liaise with the Database Administrator regarding membership finance 
     Needs to provide the finalised information to the Sonic Editors on time 
 

General Committee Member (Two Positions Available) 
Ω Will have tasks appointed by the committee throughout the year 
Ω Could be, but not limited to the following appointed positions 
Ω Events Organiser, Club Archive, Website Editor. Club Liaison 
 
Final application date will be the 26th of July, the election meeting shall most likely fall 
on the 26th of September. Please note dates subject to change. Applicants will get 
equal space in Sonic, unless you bribe us - cash in a brown envelope accepted. 

Nominee (Current DWCV member applying for any of the above positions) 
  
Full Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
  

Membership Number: _ _ _ _ _.Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
  
Seconded by (Current DWCV member) 
  

Full Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
  

Membership Number: _ _ _ _ _.Signature: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. 
  

Please return this form to: PO Box 8080, Rippleside VIC 3215 

 Now due to a previous regime not filing a constitution with consumer affairs, we 
received a default set of rules that must be used. This means the committee gets shaped 
slightly differently. As you can see, there now exist only four executive positions, and two 
general voting committee members. Everyone else shall be appointed. General committee 
members do not get a job until after they get voted in by members who are present at the 
AGM or Election Meeting. The positions will be held for one year. 
 Members have strongly requested that proxy forms be provided through Sonic. Now I 
can confirm that all the paperwork you need shall be provided, and any nominees who apply 
for the position will get a profile in Sonic, so the members know who will be running and on 
what grounds they stand. This means deadlines were extended for this year. 
 This Sonic shall be printed tomorrow and I do not have official dates as of yet. That 
said, the Returning Officer shall be elected from the members present in the 26th of July 
meeting and nominations will close on that date. In the August issue of Sonic (173) the people 
who applied for positions will have their profiles published. Please check online for date 
confirmation. The elections will be held in September, probably the last Saturday. - Secretary 
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 For some reason, the ink in my pen turned brown. Never matter, the world which lost this writing implement 
probably held a reason for creating a pen whose ink runs rampant. Still, my thoughts in a diary should appear deeper than 
this. So’Ulan, a Cyber-lady of considerable Mondasian age, took me under her bandaged wing and guided me through her 
birthing world. The Cybermen seem little more than Cyber-boys, so youthful and emotional. I strolled past a mural of gold 
and red creatures, possibly some domestic pet judging by their cute elliptical forms, frolicking with humanoid children in a 
rich emerald ocean. A theatre poster, a miniature hovering pyramid, showed scenes of a farce, spliced with an 
advertisement for coloured bandages. Slightly surreal, I admit, walking through a rapidly converting world, though I feel at 
peace in this world of innocence and beauty. 

~ 
 Slowing as it dived into a crystal encased tunnel through a clear flowing lake, the monorail flows along the current 
until a strange building shimmered above the surface. Hard at first to make out, the man in a blue striped suit adjusted his 
thick, brown framed glasses before letting out a wispy breath of appreciation. Through the clearing water, three unsealed 
caged structures twisted amongst themselves in a series of arcs. Shimmering in a series of vibrant colours, the metal looks 
almost warm. Turning around the Doctor grimly frowns at a man of soon to be deleted emotion. With a bandaged face 
speckled with grey skin struggling for light, the man let his eyes meet the Doctor’s as his lips parted to creak: 
 “Fight my fight Ip’Ton. She begged me to promise. I lied when I did. She died in the Ice War. Her body shattered 
like glass. I reached out to save her. My arms shattered holding her. That was my first repair. That memory never leaves 
me. Die before cyber converting. Those voices all aged to death. Now only artificial is living. Soon not even that. My 
emotions will be removed. Never again will I think freely. After my life it feels welcome. I know I am selfish.” 
 Ip’Ton gazes out the window, seeing with his eyes the serenity of Mondasian design. Pity fills the stare of the Time 
Lord, he sees not only the self-condemned man, but the pain of the Cybermen. Stopping silently, the monorail rests under 
the pulsing blue arc of the Ministry of Upgrades; So’Ulan puts her withered hands on a shoulder of each man and opens 
her mouth to speak. “Here is the future of beauty. You speak of ancient events. Just think what logic creates. We have 
time to visit the gallery. Doctor, witness some logical art.” 
 Walking through a dense foam garden, statues lined a grid. Standing on a white center mound, the Doctor allowed 
his eyes to bounce off the statues, a perfect image of nature carved elegantly into a Fibonacci shell spiral, two cones 
balancing on a scale, and an inverted plant with cubes growing off each root. The outer walls of this open gallery curved 
inwards, neatly displaying a band of paintings of the city skyline. Each image captured perfectly the angles of the buildings, 
the light and shadow. Allowing his eyes to narrow, the Doctor absorbed the blandness of the palate - all glossy grayscale. 
 
 Open cages of the Ministry taunted the Doctor as his pupils darted from surgeries to offices, lingering only on faces. 
Silvery matting muffled thuds of steps as the trio arrived in the waiting room. Nobody came alone here; groups of three or 
four filled a sparse room, with green cables woven loosely from any meshed surface. Ip’Ton, not having spoken another 
word, sat pensively on a malleable metal ball. So’Ulan joined him, rubbing her varicose vein covered right leg. Moving 
quietly to innocently eavesdrop into other conversations, the Doctor leaves the two to share thoughts. 

All fully bandaged save for their partially metallic faces, the closest group consisted of three women complaining 
about the wait for their young co-worker to be delivered for an unplanned replacement spine and a fitting of a metabolic 
control system. The next group featured a tall man with various repairs and a fully bandaged head with tubing surrounding 
it, a woman without any natural limbs but otherwise intact, and a somehow familiar pet they called their matt. Finding 
something more to his style, the Doctor looked over to a huddle in the corner near the door where the first man, without 
augmentations save for his encasement within a gel suit, stood tall. Bending to speak to the others, who were nodding and 
gesturing, he spoke hoarsely, as if in pain. 

“Fusion organised justice. I know where I stand on this. You two will join me soon, after you speak to Ip’Ton post 
upgrade.” He looked up and locked eyes with the Doctor. “Seeing your friend lose emotion sets your mind straight. Meet 
me at the war memorial tomorrow at dawn.” 
 Having given up his nonchalant stroll towards the outer wall, the Doctor looked over the other two men. One wore a 
tight silver suit, the other a half-piece metal plate over his face. They were the two men from So’Ulan’s office. 

“Old fools speaking together. Doctor the technician is ready. Will you all join Ip’Ton. Come for his upgrade.” 
So’Ulan spoke unannounced, before closing her mouth and heading into a large spherical room. Separated from the 
waiting room by only lose dangling cables, privacy obviously did not count as a priority. The floor sloped away beneath 
them, but a heavy gas cushioned their feet, supporting the Doctor, So’Ulan, and the two co-workers who still avoid 
introducing themselves. Ip’Ton entered last and walked past the others to the centre of the sphere, whereupon the gas 
weakened lowering him beneath the level at which the others stood. 

 
Rising from her terminal, the glow left the technician’s eyes as she watched Ip’Ton squint as he clutched his 

metabolic control system, which rapidly filled with the gas. She waited momentarily as Ip’Ton slid against the base of the 
sphere. Without speaking she ejected a large chip from her computer, before standing over the unconscious Ip’Ton. In the 
steel rings binding the system to the frail old form of her patient, she caught her reflection staring back. Blue eyes and 
cropped brown hair, not a wrinkle on her forehead; she smiled and clenched her fist, pinching her smooth palm on the 
sharp edges of the chip.  

Kneeling on the surface of the gas trying to make out what he cannot see, the Doctor tilts his head to see a 
woman being rushed over the above caging. Dripping blood generously, her arm hangs over the side of a stretcher. A drop  
of her life fluid falls through the gap where the floor joins the caging. It gracefully drops, landing on the gas before slowly 
fading from view. It lands under the right eye of Ip’Ton, which the technician fails to notice, as she closes up absent 
mindedly, tapping her fingers - tap-tap-tap-tap. The blood tear stains the bandages. 
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The Blank Page 

by The Doctor 

 Ip’Ton rose from the gas, standing straight. Opening his mouth releasing an almost singing computerised voice. 
“My upgrade now is complete. I have strength in body and mind. Time to all return to the office.” 
 Turning sharply to the swinging cables he marched out of the sphere, leaving the four visitors looking at each other. 
The Doctor smiled to himself, though it quickly turned to a frown. So’Ulan shrugged and walked quickly to keep pace with 
the focused Ip’Ton. The two men avoided the Doctor’s eyes, and headed out slowly. Looking over the room and noticing a 
series of grooves in the caging on the far side of the sphere, the Doctor darted over and dug deep in his pockets, finding a 
thin scrap of metal. Slipping the flexible bar through the series of grooves, he pulled out his sonic screwdriver automatically 
flipped the hundred and seventy-first setting, and watched as the bar vibrated. Nothing happened. Depressed, he returned 
the items into his jacket before strolling towards the opening in the opposite wall. As he approached the centre of the 
room, the gas calmly collapsed as he lowered into the gas chamber.  
 
 Ip’Ton stood by his terminal, adjusting it so he could access it while standing. Looking over his work station, he 
picked up a holographic image ball. Photographs flashed by, all reflecting in his dark eyes. Around him stood his two male 
colleagues, So’Ulan watched from the distance. They could see a pet, his long dead love, an old family gathering, a grainy 
image of outside the dome, and a small child clutching an Ice Warrior mask. He froze the image, looking at the child. 
 “My son died with the Ice Virus. I remember his cold eyes. I used to touch this image. It hurt me to see it. Now it 
does not matter. I see it as information. Keeping this is redundant. I currently store the memory. All these reminders 
wasted. I shall remove them now.” 
 Ip’Ton walked over to the wall, where he tapped the snow filled landscape, revealing a garbage vent. He dropped in 
the ball, a rebound book, and a letter. Resetting the snow, he passed back through the brook, not bothering with the 
stepping stones. He stood in front of his terminal as static bolts danced along his frame. So’Ulan sighed as she turned 
back to her station and looked over reports. Her colleagues, still standing by the oblivious Ip’Tor, turned to leave the office, 
to carry out their inspection of a large new engine. 
 
 As they left the building, the two men caught each others eyes. Instead of going to the tunnels, they headed 
through the park towards the memorial. They steadied their balance as they crossed the shallow frozen pool, before 
shattering the brittle petrified flowers in the well maintained garden of frost. Iced over in the centre of the memorial, a 
crashed Ice Warrior ship with the bodies of the crew laying where they fell. A husky voice breaks the cold silence: 
 “Fusion organised justice, back here where the last of them died. Time again to make a stand, and it’s a battle 
which will forfeit not only our lives, but our race. Genocide, quite clear and simple, comes with no winner. Ip’Ton will never 
stop working, not now or ever. He will not return to his personal recreational room. His duties will allow him interaction with 
you, but only as far as function requires. He knows who you are, what you meant to him, but it does not matter if emotion 
is inhibited. To him, you embody relevant information. Make sure you stay that way.” 
 Looking around for the man he saw at the ministry, he continues: “You saw the gallery last night; their art came 
from a work requirement. The controller from the Ministry of Upgrades designated them a task. She designates all her 
work to the emotionless. We call them Cybermen. They exist in a world different to our own. They spend all their non-
active hours hooked into an encrypted network. We have not managed to hack their server, not yet. So, will you join me, 
and the Emotes, to save our society?” 

 
 Carefully the Doctor inhaled, the gas tickling the lining of his lungs without affecting them. Slowly reaching into his 
pocket, he palmed his sonic screwdriver. Rotating on the base of the sphere, he analysed each curve of the wall, before 
walking over to the terminal. He could make out a hidden door on the far wall, but first he wanted to access the files on 
Ip’Ton. Bracing for a static volt, he twiddled the settings on his sonic screwdriver, until he felt a bolt race along his arm. 
 Flickering to life, the monitor flashes patient reports and biometric data across the screen. Three dimensional scans 
of various levels of repairs fed into his mind as he tried to slow down the information. Finally, getting to grips with the level 
and speed of content, the Doctor located Ip’Ton’s file. Among the medical data, all perfectly legitimate, he found a buried 
link to his employment and tax record. Ip’Ton held high level clearance to governmental projects, and his tax status now 
read ‘Exempt: Unpaid Contract, Net Worth Void’. Terminating access to the terminal, the Doctor tried to level down his hair 
as he made way towards the exit. As he adjusted the setting on his sonic screwdriver, he noticed a tiny indent in the door. 
Putting away the sonic screwdriver with a slightly forlorn look, he jabbed the indent with his little finger. The door quietly 
slid open, revealing a caged passage way. 
 
 Stepping out, he turned around to see only fog behind the metal mesh, after a few steps it would be unnoticeable. 
Right, left or right? The Doctor looked around before deciding on left. The empty corridor arched through a high angle, 
before widening into an open room, with no caging separating it from the outside world. Standing on the edge of the 
gaping view, the Doctor admired the city of Mondas. Behind him a woman lying across a malleable soft-metal couch eyed 
him up and down. Hearing her breathing, the Doctor turned and caught sight of this woman, no older than forty, with short 
brown hair and blue eyes. She wore a long, sleeveless dress with prints of some native flower. Her bare feet landed on the 
floor as she rose and smiled at the Doctor. 
 Giggling silently, she smoothed out her dress and stood awkwardly. Gaining her balance, she delicately walked 
towards the Doctor. He reached out a hand to steady her, which she took. Together they stood, on the edge of the ledge, 
her hand resting on his shoulder for balance. The Doctor turned to look at her, receiving an embarrassed smile back. As 
the Doctor thought of his next words, the hand on his back suddenly pushed him forwards. Off balance, he turned around 
to have his legs kicked out from under him. He hit the side of the caging, cracking his ribs, as another kick sent him over 
the edge, plummeting towards the rapidly approaching white ground below. 
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To be continued... 
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Machinations: Delighted 

Chair creaks, it echoes in this room. The tea Jack drinks, so bitter. He needs sweetening, but not from Ianto. The 
creak muffles questions. Debrief Jack, not me. Master Jack, I like his ring, my ring, within a different bell. Who will strike 
me now? Lucy, my deadly wife, bang bang, she shot me down. Awful sound, Ianto questions incessantly. Chiming clock 
on his desk, I feel my moment to leave. Just stand and walk. They protest. Better grab this old jacket, for looks. To the 
surface, who will follow? Boy of desire or girl of irritation.  
 Breath in Jack, take the life to break the night’s air. A dark night, stars die. More than that, rays absorbed as fast as 
they travel. Speed of light, well maybe more. Ianto follows, will a kiss shut him up? I cannot do that, just speak with 
authority. Why bother. I will see death soon, total death. No Doctor will heal that. Best of all, I do nothing. He stopped, 
Ianto, just left me walking alone. Raised arms in air, yes lad I know what you feel. Still, you will not for long embrace those 
emotions. 
 Lucy, so useful, I miss your practicality. In the darkness you expire too. Why die alone, breathe your last in my 
arms. By now, you should hear my thoughts. I reach out to you, my wife. To sleep forever, come to me. Hearts beat, I 
desire. Your eyes see my soul. Inhale my breath and tilt your neck. You run until you feel my love. 
 
 The darkness, so it creates me. So free, now, our mass exodus from void a fleeting memory. This open space; 
once so light with pain, now dark and beautiful. My thoughts slow to match the pace of this world; my speed seems faster 
now the cold chills us. Galaxies now sleep. Suns become embers. I feel our liberation of the light side shall swiftly 
calumniate in the soothing tones of vivid black. 
 My shadow, eyes, sees structures and life below, buildings and beings, so tranquil under this blanket. My echo, 
ears, hears atmospheres escape. I glowed, brilliantly once. Just once for I merged the creator, the destroyer, together. I 
felt their understanding. For an instant, I felt desire. Longing for light, coveting life, now one carbon based biped from two. 
One echo, one shadow, one more meeting. 
 Corruption, self awareness, I want to paint it black. I feel my legion spread their wills; soon my words will be alone 
as splinters cripple unity. Glimmer of light, hindrance of harmony. Physically, I change for this world. My throng of shadow 
now mutates in form. Corpses below reflect their attributes. Not by will, by necessity. Their society calls; our life to 
emulate. 
 
 My Master, my eyes burn with exhaustion; I must sleep. I drove until my engine overheated. I ran in my bare feet, 
holding my high heels. I jogged, until my legs cramped. Dragging myself, along the muddy banks, I cannot stop. My 
devotion, still complete, I need you. Please give me strength to reach you. Forgive my absence, just embrace my thoughts 
again. Let your mind fill mine. 

My Master, you call me. I answer, so loud. The rain pelts my skin; the deserted road I see ahead shows no lights. 
Please drive down here, in something large and warm. Let me know your authority again. You thought of darkness, well its 
here now. I see no stars, no moon. I hear a sound, maybe it is the beating of your drums. Please Master, you call so find 
me. You look, I am here. Right here, please Master. I obey. 

Feel your thoughts. I see a silhouette, far along a dusk lit road. You walk, along dashed lines. Your thoughts 
sooth me, calm my aching head.  I want to feel your hands holding my face, your fingers digging into my temple, your 
emotions wrapping my heart. Closer, still far away. Your jacket waves in the wind, your form changed again.  

My bones ache, rain hits them directly, my dress so soaked and muddy, I am wrapped in cold. Only, you keep me 
warm. Inside, I am dry. Darkness cuts away the trees and the lake. You seem closer now, I feel your arms, without being 
near. You hold me so tightly, no rain can touch me. No darkness breaks the light of your eyes. You finally won, I feel it. 
The darkness releases you, for you alone will survive. Your body never dies, and you never looked so beautiful.  

The rain, seems to stop, everything does. All that exists is your heat. I feel your arms again, this time you truly 
hold me. I lie ruined on the ground, supported on your legs. I feel warm, burning. Is your power that great? My skin tingles, 
and through the darkness light leaves your lips. Gold spirals drift down, taking over my breath. My body lifts, no longer 
mine. On the ground, but so far up, I stretch letting the darkness close its eyes to me. Exploding inside, my mind races and 
everything changes. 

I breathe the last of air, before my lungs collapse. Twisting, my organs change, nothing feels in place. A second 
heart, redundant lungs, I try to breath but find no reason. No eyes to see, but awareness comes from a shadow. I feel 
human, but the noise of my changes comes from a distant echo. I feel light, gravity died. What have I become, so textured 
and sensitive? We are not alone. I sense I see light, in the darkness light, the flashing blue burns as the vortex releases... 
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Reviewed by Michael Young  

 

 Jack!   … of all trades … 

 Upcoming Reviews ...Upcoming Reviews ... 

 

The Doctor TrapThe Doctor Trap  
  by Simon Messinghamby Simon Messingham  

 

Planet 1 ... only a legend or is it actually real?  Every legend has some   
basis in reality I have found.  Sebastiene is also legendary for his charm 
and beauty but what really lies beneath that perfect exterior?  Indeed, what 
lies beneath Planet 1 that makes your thoughts and emotions into an ap-
pearance of reality?  Perhaps the astounding “trophy room” in the chateau 
gives a better indication of what Sebastiene really is and why he issued an 
invitation to the members of the “Society for Endangered Dangerous Spe-
cies” to join him on Planet 1.  Who in fact could be the ultimate last speci-
men of all endangered species?  And what exactly is “The Doctor Trap”?  
 

What a very complicated book this is.  An engaging story that left me com-
pelled to reach the conclusion but with so many characters and copies of 
characters it was sometimes confusing and over done.  Less is more as 
they say and fewer characters would have allowed more detail on the more 
interesting and relevant ones.   
 

The first couple of chapters seemed derivative of a number of previous Who 
episodes which was not an encouraging start but the book soon went off 
into its own universe. It was certainly impossible to know where it was head-
ing and what the final twists would reveal which also helped keep me read-
ing.  The character of Sebastiene is a great creation who could easily rival 
The Master as an ongoing enemy of the Doctor if he appeared in the series.  
Baris, the Doctor’s “greatest fan”, is also an excellent creation and would be 
a brilliant return guest in the TV series.  Donna and the Doctor are portrayed 
well too.    Rating:  7 out of 10  …. Too complicated! 

 

Doctor Who ~ The Story Of Martha 
Torchwood ~ Almost Perfect 

Including the stories that fill in Martha’s missing year travelling the world 
evangelising for the Doctor and a new Torchwood novel... Both are written 

in their own unique format which provides a refreshing change. 

The post card to the left arrived 
at our office the other day ... 

seems that our Jack! has taken 
a well earned break at this 
opportune time ... there is 

nothing new to spoiler at the 
moment... apart from the three 
images he sent us which you 
can see to the right ... as we 
await the release of the next 

Doctor Who Special for 2009 ...  
“The Planet Of The Dead”.  

 
Next time:  Planet Of The Dead.     

 
Hope you have a great break, Jack!, and look forward to your offering for the next issue of 
Sonic Screwdriver!   By the way, Jack!, just who was on the Paradise Planet with you? MY 

... where your dreams become our reality! 

 Greetings from ... 
The Paradise PlanetThe Paradise PlanetThe Paradise Planet   
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By Nick Price ~ Geelong News 
 

Doctor Who aired for the first time in the UK and Ireland in 
1963. On that first night, Rippleside resident Judith 
McGinnness, then aged nine and living in Northern Ireland, 
was instantly hooked.  Now, the 54 -year-old is President of 
the Doctor Who Club of Victoria. 
 “Doctor Who was the first show about time travel 
and 45 years down the track, it’s bigger than ever,” Judith 
said.  “The character can go anywhere he likes, into any 
universe at any time, so that’s why the show has never run 
out of ideas.” 
 Neither has Judith, it seems.  Until recently, she 
drove a car with number plates TARDIS, the name of the 
phone box in the show which is a time machine.  Her house 
is sugar coated with Doctor Who memorabilia, ranging from 
autographed books and photos to figurines and toys. 
 In 1979, the most well known Doctor Who, Tom 
Baker, visited the Doncaster Shopping Centre on a world 
tour.  “Like many other fans, I was there that night and was 
star-struck, and we held a post-mortem in the mall 
afterwards.  We decided if there wasn’t a club already there 
should be one, so that’s where it all began.” 
 The Doctor Who Club of Victoria now has 260 members and meets once a month, usually at the Northcote Town 
Hall, and it’s excellent magazine “Sonic Screwdriver” is issued bi-monthly.  But now that the President and Vice-
president both hail from Geelong, Judith hopes to start hosting some meetings here. 
 “At the meetings we watch the show together, socialise, buy and sell memorabilia and have occasionally had 
guests from the show.  I refuse to grow up. I’ve met five ‘Doctors’ from the show over the years, an achievement not a 
lot of people can crow about.”  
 Prospective members can call Judith on 0412 947 012 or email president@dwcv.org.au 

The Keepers of  Fandom 

News Articles on Judith McGinness and John Clezy 

They say that “all press is good press”... Well it certainly was for  our club in the two articles below! 
These recent articles were published in Geelong and Melbourne and featured our President Judith 

McGinness as well as our club member Mark Clezy.  If any club member is approached to do interviews 
or discuss their collection it is usually always a good opportunity to draw in some more members to 

DWCV, but please call Judith before the interview so she can make sure that  you have all  
the up-to-date information for them! 

NEWS ~ Prospect Leader 
 

A TALKING rubbish bin, an evil remote-controlled robot and a noisy 
bottle-opener ...   These are just a few of the more quirky items 
found in Mark Clezy’s prized collection of Dr Who memorabilia.  Mr 
Clezy was hooked after watching the first episode of Dr Who which 
aired in Britain in 1963.  The BBC science fiction television series 
follows the adventures of “the Doctor” who explores space and time 
in his iconic blue 1950’s police box. 
 “It’s a bit like James Bond, except he outwits the enemy with 
knowledge, Mr Clezy, 44, said.  The self confessed Dr Who fanatic 
is in good company.  The series has developed a cult following over 
the years, with the Wikipedia website listing celebrity fans including Queen Elizabeth, film director Steven Speilberg and 
model Elizabeth Hurley.  “It’s bigger than Star Trek,” Mr Clezy said. 
 The Kew resident has an extensive collection of memorabilia including a remote Dalek robot that “barks 
aggressive commands” at him, a Dalek bottle-opener that makes a noise when used, scaled-down phone boxes and a 
rubbish  bin that likes to chat. 
 Not surprisingly, Mr Clezy is a member of the Dr Who Club of Victoria.  He urged other fans to contact the club, 
which has 260 members.  Club President Judith McGinness said the club also held regular “robot picnics” across the 
state, including some at Victoria Park in Kew. 
 The next club meeting will be held on Saturday, March 7, in Burwood.    Details:  0412 947 012  or  dwcv.org.au    

In love with the Doctor  

Who can be as Cleazy as he?  
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by Bradley Pye 

Dalek Cutaway 

?? 164 ACE 
 

The war between the Kaleds 
and the Thals begins 

?? 2192 ACE 
 

Does not happen as Doctor 
allows history to change 

 
Day of the Daleks 

1164 ACE 
 

The war ends and the Kaleds 
mutate into Daleks 

 
Genesis of the Daleks 

?? 2214 ACE 
 

Daleks try to exterminate the 
Doctor throughout time 

 
The Chase 

1664 ACE 
 

The Daleks, still share their 
planet with Thals 

 
The Daleks (The Mutants) 

?? 2274 ACE 
 

Daleks and humans fight 
uneasily together for treasure 

 
Death to the Daleks 

1963 ACE >>From 4065<< 
 

Emperor and Supreme 
factions seek Hand of Omega 

 
Remembrance of the Daleks 

2540 ACE 
 

Daleks provoke galactic war 
 

Frontier in Space 
Planet of the Daleks 

1966 ACE >>From 2169<< 
 

Seeking the Dalek factor, first 
they need the Human factor 

 
Evil of the Daleks 

?? 3385 ACE 
 

Daleks mine Skaro in search 
of entombed creator Davros 

 
Destiny of the Daleks 

1972 ACE >>From 2192<< 
 

Terrorists try to stop future 
invasion in the past 

 
Day of the Daleks 

?? 3475 ACE 
 

Davros fails to find a cure for 
Daleks infected by virus 

 
Resurrection of the Daleks 

1984 ACE >>From 3475<< 
 

Daleks create duplicated of 
authority figures on Earth 

 
Resurrection of the Daleks 

?? 3565 ACE 
 

Davros uses corpses to create 
Daleks and a food source 

 
Revelation of the Daleks 

2167 ACE 
 

The Daleks try to convert 
Earth into a spaceship 

 
Dalek Invasion of Earth 

4000 ACE 
 

Daleks try to use a time 
disrupter to gain power 

 
Dalek’s Master Plan 

?? 2169 ACE 
 

Revived Daleks take control 
of a colony by being nice 

 
Power of the Daleks 

4065 ACE 
 

Skaro destroyed by the Hand 
of Omega by the Doctor 

 
Remembrance of the Daleks 

Blue Daleks are brighter than the Grey Daleks.  They’re 
non-combat like army Corporals and Sergeants.  They 

issue orders to Grey Daleks and present requests to their 
superiors. 

Red Daleks are where you start to see the real brains.  
They have a certain autonomy and can actually think for 

themselves. 
Black Daleks, like the Red Daleks can also think for 

themselves but are twice as nasty and smarter.  They are 
usually made supreme commanders of invasion forces or 

other top projects. 

Gold Daleks are the elite within the Dalek Empire.  They 
represent the Dalek Emperor and run most Operations on 

his behalf. 

The Daleks Emperor is the supreme ruler of the Dalek 
Empire.  He sits in the middle of his city on Skaro plugged 
into the computer network, so he can be updated with all 

current Dalek events. 

Davros is the creator of the Daleks.  He is a genocidal, 
xenophobic manic with an endless series of crimes.  

Because of these traits, Davros created the Daleks in his 
own image.  Creatures without conscience, pity and mercy. 

Daleks built by Davros and obey only him are consid-
ered renegades in the Dalek Empire.  Because of these 
Daleks, civil wars break out in the Empire and on Skaro.   

Grey Daleks are the warriors.  They’re the foot soldiers, 
with very limited intelligence.  Good at obeying orders 
and chanting choruses of “Exterminate! Exterminate!”  
Grey Daleks outnumber the others because they are 

expendable. 
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 Ah, Collectors corner, yes it’s back, it must have regenerated! Seeing as this is being made roughly 
around the time of the anniversary, I thought I would start off with an anniversary item which would be a ticket 
to the celebration of “20 Years of a Time Lord” at Longleat House in 1983. It was obviously for the twentieth 
anniversary. Now the ticket is well collected, it was for the Sunday the 3rd of April (the actual event was on a 
Sunday and Monday, I do not know why they picked those two days, but they did). Entrance price was £3.50, 
so what's that, $8.00 to $9.00 to get into a convention - not too bad I suppose. Um, the ticket I’ve got has 
actually been used, not by me I might add, I was ten in 1983, so I did not go there. Not much more I can say 
about the ticket. 
 The actual commemorative program, priced at 50p, let’s see, was twelve pages long including the cover 
and featured all current Doctors up to that time, of course being Peter Davison back then. This celebration 
was for the twenty-fifth anniversary program. Ah, sorry, the twentieth program. There is an introduction in the 
front by the Marquis of Bath who apparently likes the show according to his blurb. This was the first 
convention to be held in the United Kingdom, though there was a costume exhibition a few years earlier at 
Longleat House. Up to then, all the conventions had been held overseas. There is also a bit about John Nation 
Turner. Most of the rest of the program is ‘Doctor Who: A Twenty Year Odyssey’ by Ivan Levine (No, not Ivan, 
Iain - what was I thinking?). This is just general history of the show with some photos, one looks as though it 
was taken from the Smugglers - hmm, they must have the one photo from it. Also, a photo of the Daleks on 
the bridge in front of Parliament House, Cybermen coming down the steps in front of St. Paul’s Cathedral, 
Patrick Downton from (ah Troughton, Troughton - I cannot even say his name right) Fury in the Deep  [that 
would be from, not in - Ed], a photo of Jon Pertwee from Frontier in Space, Tom Baker from The Android 
Invasion, Mary Tamm and K9, and Peter Davison listed as the current Doctor (hee hee). I will just mention, the 
last paragraph says The Five Doctors, the twentieth anniversary story, will be shown, though they do not 
mention the date - I guess they thought everyone would know it!   
 The programs also gives a blurb on the Radiophonic Workshop about what they do, a bit on the visual 
effects written by the head of visual effects, a bit on the make-up and a bit on the costume departments, on 
the inside of the back cover is a space for autographs - mine is completely blank unfortunately no autographs, 
but oh well. There are people they have to thank and the back has a map of Longleat, where all the exhibitions 
are, where the corners are, where the autographs are, where the Doctor Who car is - presumably Bessie, and 
actually in the middle is a list of what events were running. For the programmed viewings, they were showing 
The Dalek Invasion of Earth from William Hartnell and The Dominators of all things from Patrick Troughton’s 
era - surely they could have picked something better! For Jon Pertwee they showed Terror of the Autons, for 
Tom Baker they showed Terror of the Zygons - (Why? Surely they could have found something good - 
anything would have been better than that one), and the fourth Doctor was The Visitation (sorry, not the fourth 
Doctor, the fifth Doctor - obviously). 
 Other than that, there was a general opening ceremony, discussions on the Pertwee Years, the Baker 
Years, the Troughton Years, the Davison Years, ah and let’s see, ah on the Monday was Davison and 
Pertwee Years - Don’t know why they put them together, but they obviously thought it was a good idea. Ah, 
Nostalgic Years in the front tent with fond memories of William “Bill” Hartnell , the Baker Years in the forum 
tent. Both days, there was an auction of merchandise  - obviously some of those auction items have been 
going around for a while. Also there was a studio set display, BBC Visual Effects Display, BBC Make-Up 
Display, BBC Costumes Display, Merchandise Sales Tent, Autographs, Safari Boats (which is part of Longleat 
anyway),19th Century Dolls House (again, part of Longleat anyway), BBC Radiophonic Workshop, 
Photographic Area, Doctor Who Exhibition, and of course, Longleat House. Last tickets will be sold at 5:00pm, 
all attractions will close at 6:00pm sharp - so if you buy a ticket and get in there, you have an hour in there. 
 For those who have seen the new release of The Five Doctors DVD, the one that actually has special 
features on it, the BBC was plugging this event pretty much right up until the opening date because ticket 
sales prior to the actual date had been fairly sparse; they had been expecting about 3,000 people to turn up 
over the whole weekend - they got 30,000 each day which caused massive traffic jams, it was England so of 
course it rained and a lot of people just did not get in and the place was just packed - it was busier than they 
expected. So what are they worth? Well, I paid £2.00, plus £1.50 postage, so that’s $7.00 to $8.00, all up.  
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Space Museum ~ The Collector 

Spoken by Craig Hill 
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Silence in the DVD Library 
An Unearthly Child by Michael Samarin 
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1st Story Written by Anthony Coburn 23rd of Nov – 14th of Dec 1963 

Production Code: A Series Classic Series: Season 1 4 x 25 Minute Episodes 

Directed by Waris Hussein  Produced by Verity Lambert Script editor: David Whitaker 

The Doctor:   William Hartnell Susan Foreman:   Carole Ann Ford Barbara Wright:   Jacqueline Hill 

Ian Chesterton:    William Russell Za:   Derek Newark  Hur:   Aletha Charlton 

Old Mother:  Eileen Way  Kal:   Jeremy Young  Horg:   Howard Lang  

Episode Date broadcast Length of episode Viewing number 

An Unearthly Child 23rd November 1963 23.24 minutes 4.4 million 

The Cave of Skulls 30th November 1963 24.26 minutes 5.9 million 

The Forest of Fear 7th December 1963 23.38 minutes 6.9 million 

The fire Maker 23rd December 1963 24.22 minutes 6.4 million 

Video Releases: Unaired Pilot 1990 Hart Years 1991 / Re-mastered 2000 DVD Release: The Beginning 2006 

Soundtrack: DW: 30 Years at the 
BBC Radiophonic Workshop 

Soundtrack: (1) 1993. (2) 2000 
Vol 1: The Early Years 1963-1966 

Target Novel: 15th of October 1981 
Release #68 Cover Andrew Skilleter 

DWM: Archive Summer Special 1994 Script Book: Tribe of Gum 1988, 1992 Edited: J McElroy | Cover: D McKean 

Story Synopsis: The episode starts with a policeman walking to 76 Totter’s Lane at night time, while the title music 
 plays. After he inspects and moves away, the doors to the junk yard open. A 1960’s police box 
 comes into view accompanied by a mysterious humming. Ian and Barbara follow Susan, a 
 mysterious student, to a junk yard where Susan is nowhere in sight. There is a Police Box from 
 where Susan’s grandfather, The Doctor, appears. Ian and Barbara force their way into the TARDIS 
 (an acronym for Time And Relative Dimension In Space) and the Doctor has to leave present day 
 earth taking Ian, Susan, and Barbara with him. They are taken back to prehistoric earth where  they 
 are forced to make fire if they want to survive. After Barbara and Ian make fire, they are chased, 
 accompanied by the Doctor and Susan, back to the TARDIS. The tribe throws spears at the 
 TARDIS as it dematerialises. 

Pilot Problems: The first episode was broadcast on the day after the assassination of John F. Kennedy; the 
 transmission whet out eight seconds late due to the extended news coverage. Due to the above 
 and a series of blackouts across the country, the first episode was broadcast again just before 
 episode two. The repeat broadcast was not screened in Northern Ireland. 
Alternate Time:  The essential plot of both versions of the pilot is the same as in the transmitted version, although 
 the dialogue differs notably in the later scenes set in the TARDIS, in the pilot the Doctor is not 
 dressed as an Edwardian gentleman. All versions are available on The Beginnings DVD release. 
TARDIS Trivia:  The Doctor returns later to the Foreman scrap yard on two future occasions, once in Attack of the 
 Cybermen and again in Remembrance of the Daleks. 
 
Working Titles:  The Tribe of Gum, 100 000 BC, The Paleolithic Age, The Stone Age, and The Cavemen. 

Next issue: The Silver Nemesis | Anyone interested in doing online reviews? Please contact the Sonic team! 
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Releases from the Tower of  Rassilon 
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The time has come," the Editor said, 
"To list of many things: 

Of books--and discs--and audios-- 
Of merchandise--and cyber kings-- 

And while the website quickly loads-- 
Our content must have wings." 

"But while it loads," the Webmaster cried, 
"Before we have our content; 

For our members are out of touch, 
And our old site so outdated!" 

"No fear!" said the Editor. 
The webmaster smiled sedated. 

"A list of dates," the Editor said, 
"Is what members need: 

Titles and authors together 
Perhaps a synopsis to read-- 

Now if you've loaded, Webmaster man, 
Members can join in too." 

"But it’s interactive!" the Webmaster cried, 
Uploading the database. 

"After the releases are loaded 
Any member can comment too!" 

"Don’t look at me," the Editor said. 
"Don’t I have enough to do? 

 Now if any of the above made sense, then please accept my apologies to Lewis Carroll and join us on the new 
DWCV website. Due to its interactive nature, almost anyone can upload content in the form of news, reviews, and soon 
maybe images. Now to help control things, we need an assistant to our third editor, Fiona Hawke, to help her keep the 
information accurate, and to list the audio, book, and DVD releases. Also, this role could easily be expanded to moderator. 
While this will not require much effort, the role does require someone with pretty regular computer access combined with 
the time and interest to keep everything fresh and accurate. Please contact sonic_screwdriver@me.com to register your 
interest. You will not be required to maintain any of the software that runs the site, as the webmaster will take care of that 
for us. We also need to add to our team someone who can be our photo researcher, so if you love searching the internet 
for spoiler photos of Doctor Who, Torchwood and the Sarah Jane Adventures, then please let us know! 
 Our third editor, Fiona Hawke, shall be activated by the end of the month. She shall focus on being a Web Editor, 
but assistance still is required not only for Sonic, but also the website. Any amount of help will be welcomed. Please ask! 

Wanted: Online Release Guide Editor/ Photo Researcher 

Classic Series 1963 Classic Series 1963 -- 1989 / New Series 2005  1989 / New Series 2005 -- 2010 2010  

Title Australia England News 

E-Space Trilogy 5th of March 26th of January 2009 Triple Set 

The Rescue & Romans 2nd of April 23rd of February 2009 Double Set 

Attack of the Cybermen Middle of May 16th of March 2009  

Image of the Fendahl Early June 6th of April (I like this one - MY) 

The Cybermen NA 13th of April New Series Collection 

Delta and the Bannermen Late August Late June (I like this one - IAC) 

Keys of Marinus    

Frontier in Space 
Planet of the Daleks 

  Dalek War Box Set 
Episode 3 in Colour! 

The War Games Probably 2010 Maybe December 2009 Regeneration Set 

There will also be one additional three story boxset and one stand alone release this year 

The Deadly Assassin Early July 4th of May  
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Revenge of the Cybermen 
 Originally released in movie format on VHS, Betamax, and V2000, the first 
Doctor Who release came in an oversized cardboard and plastic box. The cover of the 
edited UK October 1983 video, however, featured not only a Cyberman from 
Earthshock, but also a Season 18-style Tom Baker. To correct this, the BBC re-
released the video during May the next year.   
 Subsequent releases: Japan December 1983 (Movie), America December 
1986 (Movie), Australia January 1987 (Movie), UK April 1999 (Unedited), and 
Australia December 1999 (Unedited). 
 
The Brain of Morbius 
 Edited down to 60 minutes, this classic release hit the shelves on VHS, 
Betamax, and V2000. The second title in the range, coming out nine months after the 
first, only found the shelf in the July of 1984. 
 Subsequent releases: America July 1987 (Movie), Australia November 1987 
(Movie), UK July 1990 (Unedited), Australia 1991 (Unedited), and America February 
1997 (Unedited). 
 
Pyramids of Mars 
 Once again sold in movie format, the VHS and Betamax release first came 
February 1985. This story, generally thought to be the best of the classic series, could 
be purchased locally in five countries. Only the UK sever saw a video release of 
Pyramids of Mars unedited. 
 Subsequent releases: Australia November 1985 (Movie), Japan December 
1985 (Movie), Finland January 1986 (Movie), America February 1988 (Movie), UK 
February 1994 (Unedited), America March 1989 (Repackaged Movie) 
 
The Seeds of Death 
 With only three releases on VHS and Betamax, the first non-Tom Baker story 
did not see a wide release. Indeed, this title could not be purchased in the unedited 
form until February 2003 on the next generation of video, the DVD. 
 Complete releases: UK July 1985 (Movie), Australia December 1987 (Movie), 
and America March 1990 (Movie). 
 
The Five Doctors 
 The initial UK release on VHS and Betamax, September 1985, contained two 
minutes of edits. In the November of 1995, a “Special Edition” of the Five Doctors 
came with the preceding story, The King’s Demons, and included additional and 
extended scenes, new special effects (affectionately known as Casper), and a stereo 
soundtrack. The UK release came with a postcard album. 
 Subsequent releases: Australia May 1988 (Edited), America March 1989 
(Edited), UK July 1990 (Unedited), America February 1997 (Double Tape SE), and 
Australia July 1997 (Double Tape SE, Playing Cards). 
  
The Robots of Death 
 Released in the typical movie format in the UK in April 1986 for the VHS and 
Betamax, the subsequent releases for this title came out in Japan December 1986 
(Movie), America July 1987 (Movie), Australia March 1988 (Movie), and UK February 
1995 (Unedited). 
 
Day of the Daleks 
 A first for the Doctor Who releases, possibly as a mistake, the Australian 
release featured the unedited, episodic four separate stories. The cover made no 
mention of this, the text being the same as the UK version.   
 Complete VHS and Betamax releases: UK July 1986 (Movie), Australia 
January 1987 (Unedited), America March 1989 (Movie), and UK February 1984 
(Unedited). 
 
The Talons of Weng-Chiang 
 One of only four titles released in Australia before any other country, the 
Australian cover is considerably different from the UK and American ones. This title 
did not make it to Betamax, not did any subsequent titles as from this point on they 
were only VHS. This did not see an unedited release until April 2003, despite its 
overwhelming popularity. 
 Complete releases: Australia April 1987 (Movie), America February 1988 
(Movie), UK November 1988 (Movie), and America March 1998 (Repackaged Movie). 

 Possibly on a frosty bleak morning back in the English Autumn of 1983, a 
stock monkey opened a delivery from the BBC and started stacking the 
shelves of the video rental store with copies of the first video release of a 
Doctor Who story. Now some of those early titles, intended primarily for rental 
reportedly went up to £39.99. Now as that came a month before my birth, I 
cannot claim it affected my life in any adverse way. Still, at least those people 
with a V2000 tape know they brought something that would last a lifetime. IAC 
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Terror of the Zygons 
 Complete releases: Australia April 1987 (Movie), UK November 1988 (Movie), 
American April 1991 (Movie), UK August 1999 (Unedited), Australia January 2000 
(Unedited), and America May 2000 (Unedited). 
 
Death to the Daleks 
 Complete releases: UK July 1987 (Movie), Australia December 1987 (Movie), 
America March 1990 (Movie), and UK February 1995 (Unedited). 
 
Spearhead from Space 
 Complete releases: UK February 1988 (Movie), Australia April 1990 (Movie), 
America April 1991 (Movie), and UK February 1995 (Unedited). 
 
The Ark in Space 
 Complete releases: Australia January 1989 (Movie), UK June 1989 (Movie), 
America April 1991 (Movie), and UK February 1994 (Unedited). 
 
The Time Warrior 
 Complete releases: Australia March 1989 (Movie), UK June 1989 (Movie), and 
America April 1991 (Movie).  Not released uncut until September 2007 on DVD. 
 
The Deadly Assassin 
 Complete releases: America March 1989 (Movie), UK October 1991 
(Unedited), and  Australia March 1992 (Unedited). 
 
The Daleks (Two Videos) 
 Released: UK June 1989, Australia December 1989, America October 1993, 
UK February 2001 (Remastered), and Australia April 2001 (Remastered). 
  
 All releases from this point onwards came with the original versions of the 
episodes. Sure, some came with an extra this, extended that, or remastered 
shininess, but mostly the videos of the 1990’s came with little variation. That said, 
some interesting episode collections and box sets did pry money out of the 
suspiciously tight wallets of fans.  
 Shada: The unaired and incomplete story saw a direct-to-video release with 
a book included in the double-video box. Well, that applied to the fans in the UK and 
Australian, the Americans simply received the tape. 
 Silver Nemesis: Released with not only additional scenes, but also an 
American documentary, this extended video release provided great value for money 
and the UK edition even glistened with a silver cover.  
 The Ice Warriors: A collectable box set which not only contains special 
linking material that features an audio soundtrack, images, and an introduction 
bridging the missing episodes two and three, but also includes the complete audio 
sound track to the mission episodes. But wait, there’s more. The set also comes with a  
behind-the-scenes book focusing on the Ice Warriors’ history and a video called The 
Missing Years which talks of the hunt for missing episodes. It also includes episode 
three of The Underwater Menace. UK /US versions only. 
 Tin Sets: A collection of four tin sets featuring two stories related by baddies 
is still quite sought after by fans, mostly for the tins. The first pair, released in 1993, 
combines The Chase and Remembrance of the Daleks. The second, released in 1999 
only in the  UK, doubles Planet of the Daleks and Revelation of the Daleks.  The third 
came out a year later in  both the UK and Australia and featured the Cybermen in 
Attack of the Cybermen and The Tenth Planet. The fourth tin features Colony in Space 
and The Time Monster, both include The Master. A fifth tin also existed in the UK as 
the three tapes of The Trial of a Time Lord came in a TARDIS style tin with a brief 
biography and image of a Doctor on the base. A little trivia, the US edition, which just 
came in a cardboard box, misprinted the title as The Trial of the Time Lord throughout 
the packaging. 
 
 Without going into details, other tapes and box sets worth having include More 
than 30 Years in the TARDIS (Documentary), The Curse of the Fatal Death (Comedy), 
The Davros Collection, The Time Lord Collection (The Three Doctors, Deadly 
Assassin, and The War Games), and The Reign of Terror (includes surviving episodes 
of The Faceless Ones and Web of Fear). The story bundles in the collections of The 
E-Space Trilogy, The First Doctor, and The End of the Universe really matter to only 
those wanting the stories. Finally, the last tapes to look out for should be the First, 
Second, Third, Fourth, Sixth, Daleks, and Cybermen Years titles, even if you only 
watch the linking material.  
 
 In addition to the video releases, seven titles became available on the quite 
obsolete Laser Disc (whose players ceased production only in January 2009). The 
select range of stories were limited to Revenge of the Cybermen, The Brain of 
Morbius, The Five Doctors, The Ark in Space, Day of the Daleks. Terror of the 
Zygons, and The Movie (Hong Kong Only). 
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STOP PRESS!  STOP PRESS!  BENCH PRESS!  STOP PRESS!  

 

Fear, Stress, and Anger 
Air Date: 2007 | Character: Martin Chadwick 
A comedy focusing on the stagnant lives of a family. 
Also stars Georgina Moffett (The Peter’s Daughter) 

The Complete Guide to Parenting  
Air Date: 2006 | Character: George Huntley 
A child psychologist gets to practice what he preaches 
when he is left to watch over his seven year old son. 

Fiddlers Three 
Air Date: 1991 | Character: Ralph West 
Comedy where the head accountant spends more time 
with office politics and promotion attempts than working. 

The Mrs. Bradley Mysteries 
Air Date: 2000 | Character: Inspector Henry Christmas 
Think of a naughty version of Mrs. Marple, one who is a  
pre war Lady sleuth living the life of a rich socialite. 

All Creatures Great and Small   
Air Date: 1978 | Character: Tristan Farnon 
James and his brother mischievous brother Tristan work 
as vets during the 1940s and deal with life’s surprises. 

Distant Shores [Delightful - Ed Ian] 
Air Date: 2005, 2008 | Character: Bill Shore 
A doctor takes over his deceased father’s medical 
practice  in a small village trying to fit in with the locals. 

At Home with the Braithwaites [Good fun - PR Helen ] 
Air Date: 2000 | Character: David Braithwaite 
Married couple with three daughters all keep secrets 
from each other, including a large lottery win. 

The Last Detective [Wonderful - PR Helen] 
Air Date: 2003 | Character: DC “Dangerous” Davies 
A decent man in an indecent world solves crimes using 
old fashioned techniques to solve cases nobody wants. 

Campion 
Air Date: 1989 | Character: Albert Campion 
 

A 1930’s style detective series sets Albert, with his man 
servant  Lugg (Brian Glover), in a world of mysteries. 

Anna of the Five Towns 
Air Date: 1985 | Character: Henry Mynors 
A young woman in 19th-century England inherits a 
tremendous fortune, controlled by her father. 

Love for Lynda 
Air Date: 1997 | Character: Tom Holland 
Drama surrounding several men who fight for the love of 
a manipulative and uncertain girl called Lynda. 

A Very Peculiar Practice [Absolutely Brilliant - PR] 
Air Date: 1986 | Character: Dr. Stephen Daker 
Working in a health centre, the career of a young doctor 
is followed with a dramatic and comedic series of 
surreal turns. David Troughton, Partick’s son, also stars. 

Holding the Fort 
Air Date: 1980 | Character: Russell Milburn 
Russell starts a small brewing business while he looks 
after his daughter while his wife works with the army. 

The Tomorrow People 
Air Date: 1975 | Character: Elmer 
British teens, who can use telepathy and teleporting 
battle the bad people of earth with Tim the computer. 
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Mission to the Unknown 

Meeting Details 

Fifth Doctor & Turlough coming to Melbourne March 21st 

President 
Judith McGinness 

president@dwcv.org.au 
0412 947 012 

Vice President 
Craig Hill 

v-president@dwcv.org.au 
0412 877 120 

Secretary 
Ian A. Chapman 

secretary@dwcv.org.au 
0430 070 575 

Treasurer 
Kerry Hughes 

treasurer@dwcv.org.au 
0438 099617 

Sonic Editors 
Michael Young & Ian A. Chapman 

sonicscrewdriver@dwcv.org.au 
0430 070 575 

Events Organiser 
Paul Lenkic 

events@dwcv.org.au 
0414 245 858 

Club Liaison 
Jason Grasso 

liaison@dwcv.org.au 

Junior Officer 
David Ross 

j-officer@dwcv.org.au 

Web Master 
David Rochwerger 

webmaster@dwcv.org.au 

Committee Companions 

All Northcote Town Hall meetings will include entertainment for children. Soft drinks will be available to 
purchase and nibbles should usually be available free of charge. Hall meetings cost $5 for members, a gold 

coin donation for children under 16, $8 for non-members, and $30 for anyone dressed as Colin Baker! 

9.00am - Doors Open 
10.00am - Photo session 
11.00am - Mark Strickson 
12.00pm - Auction Items 
1.00pm - Lunch Break 
2.00pm - Sci-fi Update 

3.00pm - Peter Davison 
4.00pm -  Autographs . 

Tickets: DWCV Members $60 
~ 

General Seating (VIP Sold Out) 
Access to all areas of the event 

Access to photo opportunity 
Access to autograph session 

~ 
(Photo/Autograph cost extra) 

State Library of Victoria 
Village Roadshow Theatre 

Entrance 3, Latrobe St 
Melbourne, VIC 

~ 
For latest Information 

and tickets go to: 
firstcontactconventions.com.au/ 

Saturday March 21 Peter Davison Convention  State Library, Melbourne  (details on enclosed flyer) 
DWCV Members get the discount rate. 

Saturday March 28 Joint meeting with SFFiG Guide Hall, 33 Myers Street, Geelong 
Tribute to Peter Davison: Games and Celebrity Heads 

Saturday April 18 Inter-Club Mini-Convention St David’s Uniting Church, 74 Melville Road, West Brunswick 
Melway’s Refrence 29 C5 -  Also tram accessible 

Saturday April 25 Doctor Who and the B Grades Featuring a selection of the unfortunate duds over the years 
Northcote Town Hall, High Street, Northcote 12:00 to 5:00 

Sunday May 24 Robot’s Picnic IV President’s Park Werribee - 12:00 to 5:00  
Melways 205 B3 - Bring along your favourite robot! 

Saturday May 30 Female Companions Discussion Panel - Who’s Women Then and Now 
Northcote Town Hall, High Street, Northcote 12:00 to 5:00 

Saturday June 6 Pizza and Pasta Lunch La Porchetta - 1:00 - Please confirm with Event Organiser 
Melways 2B B11 - Corner of Peel and Victoria Street 

Sunday June 28 Add to calendar to keep free Probably Northcote Town Hall, but check closer to the date 
for the actual venue and meeting details. 

www.continuum.org.au/  



www.dwcv.org.au 

River Song’s Photo Diary  River Song’s Photo Diary  ~ Spoilers !~ Spoilers !  

Special Two ~ 
A very full TARDIS again! 

Planet Of The Dead ~ 
The Doctor and the Bionic Woman catch a big red bus to Dubai? 




